Kid Songs Records Submissions
Thank you for taking interest in the Kid Songs Records Label & Store. We
specialize in the music created specifically for children, in all genres. We also
offer music therapy recordings, which have been able to work with children!
We are all about INTELLIGENT MUSIC made for children, since there is so
much material which is the complete opposite! We are not seeking music
aimed for Alzheimer’s patients and “dumbed down” expression. Consider that
toddlers in Europe already know tunes of Classical music and Jazz Standards
as well as current pop – young minds are a sponge!
Kid Songs Records is a subsidiary of the well-known label ALL TEXAS MUSIC.
We do not wish to make children’s music Texas-Specific, and there is a major
difference in this children’s label. While All Texas Music has made a name
offering music downloads (as high quality, remastered MP3 format). We all
know that MP3 downloads offer a large problem of songs being passed
around freely. After someone downloads a song or album, they can easily
pass it for free to friends and the musician falls victim to their product being
ripped off. So we no longer offer MP3 downloads!
For that reason, Kid Songs Records will offer your music only as CD format,
and Vinyl. We will offer high grade MP3s of your songs for people to hear on
the website, but not download. The actual product sold will be a physical CD,
and/or Vinyl, which you supply.
This works 2 ways. If you have your own CDs or Vinyl in stock (with complete
packaging) we simply pass orders to you, and you take care of shipping to the
customers. We offer your CD or Vinyl at your named price, and we add $3 for
our label. We receive payment at Paypal, and we then use Paypal to send you
the funds for an order.
Alternatively, if you do not have professionally packaged CDs to offer, we will
create CD’s from your master, and take care of shipping for orders. We will
also send you the payment per order to your Paypal account. You name the
price that you are charging for your CD. We also submit your music to
Satellite Radio (EOS/XM/Sirius) for their screening process and resulting
royalties if chosen for airplay.
Send your master CD or Vinyl to us with your Paypal information & our small
processing fee of $30. We will make a format of your songs for playing on
satellite radio, and a high quality format for our website.

What about sound quality? We are a professional mastering service, renown
to musicians of all genres. We have been involved in studios and live
recordings for 5 decades, and are known for helping get the perfect sound in
a studio as well as in mastering of recordings. All Texas Music is famous for
our special process of remastering to create high end, audiophile quality MP3
format files, to let people SAMPLE your songs in our online player. Most MP3s
are “ripped” meaning a high speed process that takes most of the sound
quality out of music. to create an MP3 from CD & Vinyl, that sounds as good
as the original master (or better). One listen to our website players, in our
online store, will prove it!
Give more details about Vinyl Pressing: As of January 2015, our 10th year as
All Texas Music, we have entered into a collaboration with Hand Drawn
Pressing to provide our musicians a means to offer Vinyl recordings. Hand
Drawn Pressing was created to take the guesswork out of the extensive,
expensive process of having Vinyl recordings made. They have used years of
experience to provide an exclusive package, which offers 12 inch and 7 inch
vinyl. They offer a lot of bonus features with a purchase, including Liner
Notes, a Digital Download card and free hosting for unlimited downloads of
your music, and an exclusive Album Review by National Music Blog: On Tour
Monthly. They also offer custom options, such as colored vinyl and a variety
of packaging! This includes a complete shrink wrapped album at the most
economical price that you will find anywhere “per disc”. Other options are
available per your request!
We ask that the musicians of All Texas Music include our famous round logo
as part of the Vinyl experience. We will send you a Photoshop format copy of
our logo to be used on the “center sticker” of each album, as well as the back
of the cover jacket. Hand Drawn Pressing provides artwork templates so you
can design your own jackets and labels. All Texas Music can help you create a
custom design for your artwork, if you desire. Contact us by email for details.
We also request that you send us a copy of your vinyl for our archives.
For pricing and complete details on vinyl pressing packages, please contact
Hand Drawn Pressing at www.HandDrawnPressing.com and tell them that
you are with All Texas Music! There is a special 300 unit “small run”

exclusive deal offered to ATXM! We require an $85 fee to acquire a
“Backup Master” Acetate, email us!
Give more details about Satellite Radio: We submit all music to SIRIUS/XM,
and their business division called EOS. We are partnered with Sirius/XM/EOS
Satellite, which is owned by the same parent company that owns
Sirius/XM/EOS. www.EOSmusic.com EOS provides music for businesses,
offices, restaurants and more. You are paid “per play” of each song accepted
by SIRIUS/XM and EOS, and they choose which channels your songs fit.
SIRIUS/XM and EOS has their own screening process and may not accept all
submissions. They pay royalties direct to you via Paypal. We submit your
Paypal email to them for your payment.

We are required to remaster your songs into a specific format in order to
submit it to satellite radio, for their own screening process. So, when you
submit your CD to us, we process it to send to Satellite, and process it to
make it available for sale in our online store. To send you sales as they occur,
we require your Paypal email to send the funds, as does satellite radio. We do
not deal with other forms of payment.
To send your material to Kids Songs Records, contact us first by email at
KidsSongsRecords@gmail.com. We will ask you some details about your
product and give you a location to send your materials.
Contact us with any questions via email at KidSongsRecords@gmail.com

